
Chair’s Note to Westmount Charter School Council 

This sure has been a trying year for students, teachers, and the families! We began the school year hoping that 
we will be out of the pandemic at some point during the 2020-2021 school year; obviously that hope has not 
materialized but there is light at the end of the tunnel.  
 
Let me first state that the School Council is “-----“…structured groups of parents, principals, teachers, 
secondary students, and community representatives who work together to effectively support and enhance 
student learning.” From: http://www.albertaschoolcouncils.ca/?Councils 
 
The parents were actively engaged in the matters of the school council throughout the year. The engagement 
spanned from attending the Council meetings, asking questions, providing suggestions, and supporting fund 
development. It has not been easy year for the families but you all were there to support the school. Thank you!  
 
The principals provided informative reports, fully engaged with the School Council at the meetings, had regular 
monthly meetings with the Chair and the Parent Engagement Director, and were highly collaborative in finding 
solutions to the emerging issues throughout the year.  Your openness is very much appreciated. Thank you! 
 
The teachers did an amazing job and despite all the odds and challenges ensured that the high quality 
education of students continued throughout the year. Their teaching plans were disrupted many times and every 
time they had back-up teaching plans for the students. Many of the co-curricular activities also continued. I know 
this that SC Executive and the parents feel a deep sense of gratitude to the teachers and the support staff at the 
school for their hard work and unwavering commitment to education of young minds! Thank you! 
 
The students have been amazing throughout the year. Their work was disrupted in many ways but hopefully 
they found that whole experience provided good education and strengthened their resilience.  
 
I thank Peter Khu for ensuring a strong link with the community. Thank you for very much for regularly sharing 
updates from the community and supporting the school in solving any issues that emerge. 
 
What can I say about our hard working Superintendent, Joe Frank! Joe’s  experience, knowledge and thoughtful 
communications made a major difference as the school navigated through these uncertain times. We all are 
lucky to have Joe as Superintended of our School!  Thank you!  
 
I am grateful for the hard work of the SC Executive (see their names and portfolios below) throughout the year. 
In addition to performing the regular duties and activities, the SC also spent some time on discussing the topic of 
diversity, equity and inclusion at Westmount School. This ranged from discussion of admissions processes and 
requesting Principals to speak at the SC meetings and any other barriers that may affect the learning of all the 
students.  
 
I close by thanking everyone for the support and for this opportunity to Chair the SC! 
 
Baljit Singh 
 
Chair, Westmount School Council 
 
Vice-Chair:  Roti Akinsanmi; Treasurer:  Navdeep Kailey; Secretary:  Ameet Kooner; Communications 
Director:  Kathy Good; Fundraising Director:  Kim Anthony; Parent Engagement Director:  Ashley Wilford-
Matthews; Special Events Director:  Thomas Chan; Director-at-Large:  Kelly Poon; Director-at-Large:  Dawn 
Courtman 
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